COMPOSITE BUILDING OF PROFESSIONAL VESSELS
DAMEN SHIPYARDS ANTALYA

The Damen Shipyards Group is continuously investing
in research and development of its products.
As a result, we are able to offer professional ships in
composite with the same functional strength and
quality as our aluminium and steel vessels. Due to serial
production, skilled labour and state of the art
technology, we are able to do this at competitive
prices. Damen Shipyards Antalya, Turkey, is Damen’s
only specialist composite yard.
Damen is committed to the continual improvement
of the health, safety and welfare of people working
in our sphere of influence.
As such, employees of Damen Shipyards Antalya are
encouraged to identify improvements and corrective
opportunities and to participate in maintaining a safe
working environment.

WHO ARE WE?
Damen started its operation in Antalya in 2013,
incorporating the existing composite and shipbuilding
experience, composite engineering and tooling
knowledge into the Damen Shipyards Group.
Damen Shipyards Antalya is located in the Antalya
tax-free zone. This location has an excellent shipbuilding
and supply chain infrastructure, assuring local availability
of all necessary knowledge and equipment.
Damen Shipyards Antalya is already producing six
composite vessel models in series, fully engineered and
developed with in-house knowledge.
The yard is a unique blend of highly motivated, educated
people and a large production volume. This combination
creates the specific conditions required for serial
production, taking examples from the automotive
industry. People with the Damen attitude and knowledge
are the company’s best assets and are thus treated with
great respect.
As an alternative to other materials used in Damen
shipbuilding, composite, due to developed production
techniques, enables us to build lighter vessels compare to
aluninium ones, resulting in less fuel consumption, less
maintenance and less environmental pollution while, at
the same time, maintaining Damen quality and functional
strength of port, offshore or security related workboats.
This strategy fits Damen's overall vision on energy use and
consumption for the coming years.

COMPOSITE BUILDING OF PROFESSIONAL VESSELS

ANTALYA 1 AND 2
Achieving and even exceeding promises made during
the last two years of operation, Damen Shipyards Group
management authorised the acquisition of a second
production location in the Antalya Free Zone. The new
facility is fully dedicated to the production of steel and
aluminium vessels up to 80 metres in length and is
already fully operational. The locations are in close
proximity to each other and are mutually supportive.

WHAT WE BUILD IN ANTALYA

REPAIR SUPPORT

DAMEN INTERCEPTOR SERIES

Damen has developed an advanced production
technology assuring strong, long-life composite vessels.

DAMEN INTERCEPTOR 1102

Should repairs be necessary, Damen can assist by
providing training and kits to carry out repairs locally and
at low cost. We can even send repair teams on request.

SERVICES
DAMEN INTERCEPTOR 1503

DAMEN STAN PATROL SERIES

DAMEN STAN PATROL 1204

Damen Services offers a wide-ranging portfolio of
customer support and after-sales services, covering
complete vessel life-cycle; through start-up and
deployment phases to the second life or disposal phase.
In addition, we offer a wide range of financing
arrangements for any type of vessel, equipment or
related services. These can include attractive buy-back
guarantees for standard vessels to customers or banks.
Since our vessels are known for Damen quality, they soon
find a new owner, whether it's about buy-back or trade-in
when buying a new vessel. We can even help you sell
your vessel second hand.

DAMEN STAN PATROL 1605

DAMEN STAN PATROL 2205

DAMEN FAST CREW SUPPLIER SERIES

DAMEN FCS 1605

DAMEN STAN PILOT SERIES

DAMEN STAN PILOT 1505

DAMEN STAN PILOT 1605

ENERGY OUTLOOK FOR THE NEXT 30 YEARS
The global energy outlook for the coming decades
is challenging; the world population grows as our
economies will. As a consequence the demand for energy
is predicted to rise by 35% in the next 30 years. Energy
saving practices and technologies are the fundamentals
of a sustainable growth for people and planet.
Damen Shipyards Group therefore developped the
E3 principle: Environmentally friendly, Efficient in
operation and Economically viable, because our
vessels aim to serve the needs of planet and profit.
Building vessels in composite which have less weight
and maintenance contribute to those principles and
are a logic consequence of this strategy.

DAMEN STAN PILOT 2205

DAMEN WATERBUS
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Lower total cost of ownership due to reduced weight and less maintenance
Lower price courtesy of production technology and standardisation,
while maintaining use of top quality materials
High degree of sustainability due to less maintenance, long life-cycle and less fuel consumption
Short delivery time due to serial production and building vessel platforms on stock
Higher speeds using the same engines as those applied to steel and aluminium vessels
No corrosion in aggressive environments with high temperatures and salt water,
meaning more operating hours
Easy to repair, when nessesary, with low cost equipment
More freedom in shape and design

USP’S OF COMPOSITE VESSELS
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